. Rising share of noninterest income in net operating revenue Notes: Noninterest income as a share of net operating revenue (noninterest income plus net interest income.) (Source: aggregate data from FDIC) This shift toward noninterest income has contributed to higher levels of bank revenue in recent years, but there is also a sense that it can lower the volatility of bank profit and revenue and reduce risk.
2 One potential channel is that noninterest income may be less dependent on overall business conditions than traditional interest income, so that an increased reliance on noninterest income reduces the cyclical variation in bank profits and revenue. Alternatively, expanded product lines and cross-selling opportunities associated with growing noninterest income may offer traditional diversification benefits for a bank's revenue portfolio. If noninterest income and net interest income are negatively or only weakly correlated, for example, noninterest income may diversify bank revenue and improve the risk/return trade-off.
The ability to reduce risk is obviously a topic of considerable importance for individual banks, as well as their regulators and supervisors. If noninterest income lowers the volatility of bank profits and reduces risk, for example, it might be reasonable to reduce capital requirements for banks with a diversified revenue portfolio and for supervisors to reallocate their scarce resources. Similarly, the costs of bank supervision are tied to the perceived riskiness of the institution, so banks have additional incentives to reduce risk. Managers with large equity interests in banks with franchise values have further incentives to reduce risk and maintain that value. Finally, there is evidence that managers of large banks act as if they are risk averse. 2. See, for example, discussions in the American Banker, March 12, 2001 and June 27, 2001 , as well as annual reports from several large bank holding companies in the late 1990s. This shift could also lower costs if economies of scope allow elimination of redundant operations or leveraging of a fixed cost investment like computer infrastructure.
3. Hughes and Mester (1998) , for example, report evidence that bank managers are risk averse and use financial capital levels to signal risk.
All of these factors contribute to the keen interest in risk reduction among bank managers.
This paper uses aggregate and individual bank data from the late 1970s to 2001 to examine how noninterest income affects the mean and variation of bank profits and revenues and to determine empirically whether concentration in noninterest activities is correlated with risk indicators. The academic literature is mixed on the risk and return effects of activity expansion by banks, so this issue deserves further study. By looking at the historical link between revenue diversification and performance of U.S. banks, this paper helps to fill the gap.
At the aggregate level, volatility of bank revenue growth has indeed declined in the 1990s, but this reflects lower volatility within net interest income growth rather than diversification benefits from increased noninterest income. Noninterest income growth is much more volatile than net interest income growth, largely due to very volatile trading revenue, and the covariance between the two has risen as the line between interest and noninterest activities becomes increasingly blurred. More cross selling and a greater reliance on loan substitutes like commitments are two examples of banking strategies that expose multiple business segments to the same economic or financial shocks and naturally reduce the potential for diversification benefits. Moreover, neither aggregate bank profits (net income) nor the primary components of bank revenue (net interest income and noninterest income) are very highly correlated with GDP growth; in fact, noninterest income appears somewhat more cyclical than net interest income. This suggests that the banking industry should not necessarily be counting on noninterest income to smooth revenue flows or reduce aggregate cyclicality.
Bank-level data paint the same picture. The "cross-sectional correlation" between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth across banks in each year has steadily increased from 0.32 in 1979 to 0.66 in 2000. As banks become more heavily involved in nontraditional activities, potential diversification benefits seem to be receding. Looking at individual banks over time, the median bank-specific correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth for over 14,000 banks is 0.16 and one-third of the banks show the negative correlation needed for strong diversification benefits. Moreover, marginal increases in noninterest income for the typical bank are associated with a higher correlation, again suggesting limited diversification benefits from increased noninterest income.
Finally, a novel set of results focuses on overall profitability and risk and shows that risk-adjusted returns are strongly, negatively associated with the share of income derived from noninterest sources. Trading income, in particular, is associated with a decline in profit per unit of risk, while increased fiduciary income is associated with a gain. Noninterest income shares are also positively linked with insolvency risk, measured by the "Z-score."
4 Taken together, these results imply that the move toward noninterest income is actually worsening the risk/return trade-off for the typical bank as volatility increases while average returns do not.
These results suggest caution for those believing that the shift toward noninterest income offers large diversification benefits, guarantees more stable bank earnings, and lowers the risk of the U.S. banking industry. Noninterest income, particularly trading, is quite volatile and the correlation between net interest income and noninterest income is rising as product lines blur and banks increasingly substitute nontraditional sources of income for interest income. This means that the banking industry may not realize the reduction in volatility and risk that some are expecting.
EXISTING LITERATURE
Earlier work on bank diversification benefits has taken several distinct approaches: counterfactual exercises of bank combinations with nonbanks, examination of actual operations of banks involved in many activities, and analysis of market reactions to bank diversification. These approaches do not give a uniform picture of the diversification possibilities for banks, so this remains an open research question. Saunders and Walter (1994) , for example, review 18 studies that examine whether nonbank activities reduce bank holding company risk, and conclude that six answer yes, six answer no, and three provide mixed results. This section quickly summarizes the existing literature and contrasts the approach used in the current study.
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Beginning with the counterfactual exercises, Boyd and Graham (1988) and Boyd, Graham, and Hewitt (1993) simulate mergers between bank holding companies and nonbank financial firms and conclude that mergers between bank holding companies and life insurance firms would likely reduce the risk of bankruptcy. Rose (1989) compares financial and nonfinancial firms from 1966 to 1985 and finds that the observed cash-flow correlation between banking and financial service lines was small and positive, implying some diversification benefits. Saunders and Walter (1994) perform a simulation exercise and conclude that there are potential gains in the reduction of risk from bank expansion into new activities. They find that property and casualty insurance is a particularly attractive area for money center bank expansion. More recently, Lown et al. (2000) conclude that life insurance companies are the merger candidates with the biggest potential to reduce risk.
The second approach examines actual return and volatility data related to a wide range of banking activities. Rosen et al. (1989) focus on 319 banks involved in real estate activities from 1980 to 1985 and conclude that shifts toward high levels of real estate investment will likely increase risk. Templeton and Severiens (1992) examine market data for 54 bank holding companies from 1979 to 1986 and conclude that diversification (measured as the share of market value not attributed to bank assets) is associated with lower variance of shareholder returns. This suggests some diversification benefits, although their measure of diversification is a rough proxy at best. Kwast (1989) finds limited diversification benefits from expanded bank 5. Saunders and Walter (1994) and DeYoung and Roland (2001) provide detailed literature reviews.
securities ' powers from 1976 to 1985 . Similarly, Kwan (1998 reports that bank Section 20 subsidiaries typically posted more volatile accounting returns, although not necessarily higher returns. DeYoung and Roland (2001) examine the link between bank profitability, volatility, and different revenue shares for 472 large commercial banks from 1988 to 1995. They conclude that increased fee-based activities (revenue from all sources except loans, investment, deposit, and trading activities) increase the volatility of bank revenue and bank earnings, and are also positively linked with the degree of total leverage.
6 Taken together, there is little evidence of large diversification benefits from these papers. Finally, Acharya, Hasan, and Saunders (2002) use bank-level data for Italian banks from 1993 to 1999 and conclude that diversification of bank assets (within the loan portfolio) does not typically improve performance or reduce risk.
The final set of papers uses market data to evaluate potential diversification benefits; some examine actual returns and others use simulation methods to estimate the implied volatility of potential bank expansion. Santomero and Chung (1992) use option-pricing techniques to simulate the volatility of asset returns from combinations of 123 bank holding companies and 62 nonbank financial firms and conclude that bank expansion into nonbanking businesses reduces risk in general. In particular, bank holding company mergers with securities and/or life insurance firms generally reduce the volatility of bank returns, while mergers with property/casualty insurance increase the risk but increase the returns even more, so that the risk of failure is not increased significantly. Similarly, Saunders and Walter (1994) compare the market returns of banks and other financial firms and build portfolio returns from various combinations. They conclude that life and property insurance combinations offer the biggest potential to reduce systematic risk for money center banks. Houston and Ryngaert (1994) examine the market returns for a set of 153 bank mergers from 1985 to 1991 and find little evidence of excess returns as negative gains to bidders cancel out positive gains to targets. While this is not a test of diversification directly, it does provide some indirect evidence, as the institutions are unlikely to operate in the same product or geographic markets. In fact, they find that in-market mergers are better received by the market, as this offers the highest cost-saving potential. Finally, DeLong (2001) uses a similar approach to examine the diversification question more directly. Bank mergers are decomposed into those that either diversify or focus along either geographic or activity dimensions, and the results show the largest gains for those mergers that increase focus both in terms of geographic location and activity. In particular, the primary conclusion is that "diversifying mergers do not create value (p. 222)." Again, this is not a direct test of the market's reaction to increases in nontraditional activities, but it does suggest that diversification gains are not expected for typical bank expansions via mergers.
6. DeYoung and Roland (2001) estimate the "degree of total leverage" from a regression of growthadjusted profits on growth-adjusted revenues and show how responsive profit is to changes in revenue. This reflects both operating leverage (leverage in production) and financial leverage (leverage on the balance sheet). This paper builds upon the second approach and examines the sources of volatility and average returns over the last two decades, although several important features differentiate it from the earlier work. First, this study uses actual data for diversified banking institutions rather than simulations of the implied volatility of accounting or market returns between possible combinations of bank and nonbank financial institutions. In particular, this is the first study to examine the historical link between a diversified revenue portfolio and risk-adjusted profitability for all banks, which provides prima facie evidence on the actual effects of a diversified earnings stream. Second, this study examines the diversification benefits across types of bank revenue in two complementary ways-a cross-sectional correlation and a bank-specific correlation-which provides a fuller understanding of the risk/return effects of growing noninterest income. For example, the cross-sectional correlation shows how the correlation between noninterest income and net interest income is changing over time, while bank-specific correlation shows how the correlation differs across banks. Third, this is the first comprehensive study that examines the factors that are associated with the correlation between different types of bank revenue. Fourth, previous work only looked at bank-level data, often with a relatively small sample. In contrast, this paper presents both aggregate and bank-level results based on complete data for the U.S. banking industry with over 15,000 observations. By examining the entire industry, one can gain a better idea of the pervasiveness of this activity and its macroeconomic importance. Finally, data are through 2001, which provide a more current perspective on the issue that is most relevant for bank supervisors and regulators.
DATA, SUMMARY STATISTICS, AND TRENDS
Two types of data are used in this paper. Aggregate U.S. banking industry data were provided by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). These data are on a quarterly frequency from 1984:Q1 to 2001:Q3 and were deflated with the GDP deflator and seasonally adjusted. Bank-level data are from the Consolidated Report of Condition and Income ("Call Reports") . These data are on an annual basis from 1978 to 2000 and deflated with the GDP deflator. In cases of mergers and acquisitions, the acquiring bank's code is maintained and the target drops from the sample. The effect of mergers on the bank-level results is addressed below. See the Data Appendix A for details. Table 1 shows the breakdown of major sources of bank revenue for 1980, 1990, and 2000 for three sets of banks-all banks, banks with assets greater than $10 billion (in 1996 dollars), and banks with assets below $10 billion-as aggregated from the Call Reports. Net income, net operating revenue (defined as net interest income plus noninterest income), total assets, and the number of banks for each sample are reported.
7. Saunders and Walter (1994) use a portfolio approach to examine potential returns through various simulation exercises using market data. Noninterest income is a heterogeneous category that comprises many different activities, so it is broken down into four primary components-fiduciary income, service charges, trading revenue, and fees and other income. Fiduciary income is revenue related to the bank's fiduciary operations, e.g., administering investments for others. Service charges include revenue directly related to deposit accounts like ATM or check usage fees. Trading revenue is primarily income from trading cash instruments, off-balance contracts, and mark-to-market changes in the carrying value of assets and liabilities. Fees and other income include all other fees, e.g., loan commitment fees, safe deposit boxes, commissions, and land rental fees. Of course, there is also considerable heterogeneity within these broad categories, but this is the best one can do with the available Call Report data.
Details on these components are provided in the Data Appendix A. Kwast (1989) provides accounting details on trading revenue in the Call Reports, although one aspect deserves special note here. Trading revenue includes the effect of markingto-market certain on-balance sheet assets and liabilities and off-balance sheet items. This is the only component of noninterest income that is based on mark to market accounting, and accounting differences may affect measured volatility as the income items respond more quickly to changing market conditions. It is not possible, however, to precisely quantify how much of trading revenue is due to these adjustments.
As shown in Table 1 , noninterest income for all U.S. banks increased as a share of net operating revenue from 20.4% in 1980 to 32.5% in 1990 to 43.4% in 2000. The biggest increase was in fees and other income, but all four components of noninterest income showed sizable increases as a share of net operating revenue. The same pattern is true for the subsamples of very large and smaller banks. Large banks, for example, saw noninterest income rise from 26.5% of net operating income in 1980 to 47.8% in 2000, while small banks saw an even faster rise from 17.4% to 33.1%. Trading income is highly concentrated in the largest banks with substantial operations. A key point, however, is that the shift toward noninterest sources of income seems to be pervasive across banks of all sizes, and not just limited to a few megabanks that perform many diverse activities.
AGGREGATE FLUCTUATIONS OF BANK REVENUE
This section examines the aggregate fluctuations of bank profits and revenue over the last two decades. I explore whether net income and net operating revenue are becoming more cyclical while banks' reliance on noninterest income grows, whether the primary revenue streams are becoming more volatile, and which components are driving changes in aggregate cyclicality and volatility. All data in this section are the quarterly income figures for the U.S. banking industry provided by FDIC.
As shown in Table 1 , both major revenue sources are growing over the sample, so a natural first step in examining whether net interest and noninterest income move together is simply to plot the quarterly growth rates of these series over time. Figure 2 shows the growth of each type of revenue from 1984:Q1 to 2001:Q3 with NBER recession periods as shaded areas. Casual examination does not suggest a strong correlation with the aggregate business cycle for either series.
Noninterest income appears much more volatile than net interest income, particularly in the 1990s. 8 Noninterest income also has a higher mean growth rate, however, and the coefficient of variation (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) for noninterest income growth is only slightly higher than for net interest income growth (2.0 vs. 1.9). The volatility of net interest income growth is largely driven by the dramatic swings in the late 1980s when the banking industry experienced substantial problems related to real estate and lending to lesser-developed countries. If this period is excluded and one examines the data after 1989, then noninterest income growth is much more volatile than net interest income growth; the coefficient of variation for noninterest income growth is 2.3 compared to 1.1 for net interest income growth.
9 Thus, noninterest income appears to be becoming more volatile, while net interest income is becoming less so. Figure 3 shows the growth rates of the four components of noninterest incomefiduciary income, service charges, trading revenue, and fees and other noninterest income. Due to the extreme volatility of these series, Figure 3 plots four-quarter growth rates and even these smoothed series show enormous volatility for trading revenue. For the period 1984:Q1-2001:Q3, the standard deviation of the four-quarter growth rate of trading income was 39.8, compared to 7.2 for fees and other noninterest 8. F-tests are used to compare the volatility of net interest income to noninterest income and reject the null hypothesis of equal standard deviations for the full period (p value ϭ 0.00), the period 1990:Q1-2001:Q3 (p value ϭ 0.00), and the period 1984:Q1-1989:Q4 (p value ϭ 0.06).
9. For the period 1990:Q1-2001:Q3, net interest income growth averaged 3.3% with a standard deviation of 3.7, while noninterest income growth averaged 7.0% with a standard deviation of 16.0. The null of equal standard deviations is strongly rejected (p value ϭ 0.00). income, 6.6 for fiduciary income, and 2.9 for service charges.
10 Clearly, trading income is the most volatile component of bank income.
Aggregate Volatility
To gauge how net interest income and noninterest income contribute to the volatility of bank revenue, it is useful to think of net operating revenue as a simple portfolio of two types of assets: those that generate net interest income and those that generate noninterest income.
11 It is difficult to identify the specific assets associated with each income class to calculate a rate of return, however, so I modify the standard decomposition of portfolio return volatility into a decomposition of portfolio growth volatility. That is, if net operating revenue (OPREV) is defined as the sum of net interest income (NET) and noninterest income (NON), then the volatility of net operating revenue growth is
where α ϭ NON/(NET ϩ NON) is the noninterest share of bank operating revenue growth, d ln X is the growth rate of X, and the "contribution" of each component 10. F-tests decisively reject the null hypothesis of equal standard deviations for all pairwise combinations of the quarterly growth rates for the four components of noninterest income except for fiduciary and fees and other noninterest income (p ϭ 0.12).
11. This approach is similar to the bank-level work of Kwast (1989) , Rose (1989) , and Saunders and Walter (1994) , although they focus on returns across different operations. Standard portfolio theory implies that the overall variance of net operating revenue rises as the noninterest income share grows if noninterest income is more volatile than net interest income. A negative covariance between noninterest income growth and net interest income growth will directly lower the overall variance. Even if the covariance term is positive, however, the trade-off between growth of net operating revenue and volatility can improve. That is, average growth is the weighted average of the growth rates of the components, but the standard deviations will be less than the weighted average as long as the covariance is not exactly one. Table 2 shows estimates for the components of Equation (1) 
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These estimates show that bank revenue has become slightly less volatile, e.g., the variance of net operating revenue growth fell slightly from 50.4 for 1984:Q1-1989:Q4 to 46.2 for 1990:Q1-2001:Q3; the difference in volatility is not statistically significant. More important, however, is the observation that the decline in volatility does not seem to reflect any diversification benefits between net interest income 12. The sum of the contributions will not exactly match the variance of net operating revenue because the share is changing throughout the sample. Notes: Share is the percent of net operating revenue. Contribution to variance of net operating revenue is measured in squared units and defined in the text in Equation (1). Contributions do not exactly add up because shares are changing through the subperiods. All data are aggregates for the U.S. banking industry from FDIC.
and noninterest income growth because the covariance between the two became larger across the two periods (Ϫ29.0 in the first period vs. 5.6 in the second). In addition, noninterest income is becoming more volatile (variance increased from 228.9 to 259.1, not significantly different) and growing in relative size (share increased from 28% to 37%). This led to an increase in the contribution to the volatility of net operating revenue growth from 18.2 in the first period to 35.8 in the second. Thus, the entire decline in overall revenue volatility, therefore, is due to net interest income, which became much less volatile (variance fell from 100.2 to 14.2, significantly different) and relatively less important (share fell from 72% to 63%).
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The increased correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth deserves some discussion. One plausible explanation is that the increased focus on "cross-selling" different products to a core customer base may expose different lines of a bank's business to the same shock, e.g., firm, industry, or lending market troubles. That is, simply selling more products to the same customers does not imply diversification benefits if a given customer's demands for all products are highly correlated. Similarly, the increased use of loan commitments exposes both net interest income and fee and other noninterest income (where loan commitment fees are booked) to the same fluctuations in loan demand and market conditions.
14 In both cases, if a bank provides both traditional lending and fee-based activities to a particular firm or industry, then several lines of business may suffer simultaneously if that firm or industry faces financial troubles. This would increase the correlation between the two revenue streams and reduce diversification benefits.
13. The p values associated with the null hypothesis of equal standard deviations across the two periods are 0.81 for net operating revenue, 0.00 for net interest income, and 0.74 for noninterest income. The same pattern holds if trading income is excluded from the analysis.
14. Aggregate unused loan commitments increased from 33% of total loans in 1984 to over 120% in 2001. This decomposition shows that bank operating revenue has become less volatile simply because net interest income has become less volatile. This could reflect diversification benefits within traditional bank activities as banks become less geographically concentrated. The late 1980s, for example, was a period of regional shocks and regional banking problems. An alternative explanation is that the early sample was particularly volatile due to the severe banking problems of the late 1980s as can be seen in the spikes of net interest income growth. In addition to a more stable banking environment, the U.S. economy in general has become more stable in the 1990s, which likely helped to smooth bank revenue.
15 Diversification benefits associated with the shift toward noninterest income do not seem to have played an important role.
Aggregate Cyclicality
This section describes the cyclical properties of the different types of bank revenue. Rather than simply looking at recession periods as in Figures 2 and 3, I calculate correlations between income growth and lags of GDP growth by estimating the following regression:
where X t is some measure of bank income and GDP is real GDP.
16 Table 3 reports estimates of Equation (1) for six measures of bank income-net income, net income plus provisions, net interest income, net interest income less provisions, noninterest income, and noninterest income less trading revenue. 17 The first two are measures of bank profits; I begin with the bottom line measure of net income and then add back loan loss provisions. Net income plus provisions is included because there is some evidence that banks use loan loss provisions to smooth earnings over the cycle and adding back provisions may help to better identify cyclicality of bank earnings. 18 The second two columns are indicators of lending activities, measured as net interest income. Again, I begin with the standard measure and then adjust for provisions, here subtracting provisions, because it may provide a more accurate measure of the return to traditional lending activities as it accounts for expected defaults. The final two columns measure other activities in the form of noninterest income. Noninterest income less trading revenue is included to isolate the portion of noninterest income not associated with the very volatile trading book.
15. Perez-Quiros and McConnell (2000) document a decline in GDP volatility that began in the mid-1980s.
16. Rose (1989) ran a simpler regression for banking cash flows using only contemporaneous GNP growth and other controls, but no lagged dependent variables. He finds that banking cash flow is negatively correlated with real GNP growth, but uncorrelated with nominal GNP growth.
17. Note that no adjustment is made for taxes across alternative dependent variables. 18. See Greenwalt and Sinkey (1988) , although Ahmed, Takeda, and Thomas (1999) conclude that banks do not use provisions to smooth earnings. reports p values associated with the null hypothesis that the set of independent variables are jointly insignificant. The net income observation has fewer observations due to the quarters with negative income that prevented calculation of growth rates. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 99%, 95%, and 90% levels, respectively.
Beginning with the regressions with bank profits as the dependent variable in Column 1, there appears to be only a weak correlation between net income growth and GDP growth, e.g., the contemporaneous and lagged GDP coefficients are jointly significant at the 10% level (p value of 0.08). Adding back provisions in Column 2 weakens the significance of the GDP variables slightly (p value ϭ 0.19), so income smoothing does not appear to be the story. An alternative explanation is that GDP growth is too broad of a measure, i.e., banks were geographically constrained for much of the sample. Meer and Yeager (2001) , however, find only a weak correlation between local economic activity and the performance of small rural banks, so this is unlikely to be the whole answer either.
Moving to the two broad components of net operating revenue, both net interest income in Column 3 and noninterest income growth in Column 5 show little evidence of a link with current and lagged GDP growth rates (p value ϭ 0.27 and 0.12, respectively). Subtracting provisions from net interest income in Column 4 weakens the relationship dramatically. The large and significant negative coefficients on the lagged dependent variable indicate the negative autocorrelation of the series, i.e., rapid growth in provisions in one quarter is typically followed by negative growth in next quarter as provisions return to normal levels. Removing trading revenue from noninterest income in Column 6 substantially strengthens the link with lagged GDP, which implies that aggregate fiduciary income, service charges, and fees are more highly correlated with GDP than trading income. While these regressions are quite simple, they appear to refute the belief that the shift toward noninterest banking activities can smooth the effect of business cycle fluctuations.
A second way to address this issue is with a simple vector autoregression (VAR) framework, i.e., a stacked set of regressions of GDP growth, net interest income, and noninterest income on lagged values of the same. A priori, one would expect GDP to affect bank revenue, but it is less obvious that bank revenue should affect GDP; this suggests a natural ordering of the VAR with GDP first.
Figures 4A and 4B show the impulse response function from a VAR with GDP, net interest income, and noninterest income from 1984:Q1 to 2001:Q3. The VAR is estimated in log levels for real GDP, real net interest income, and real noninterest income with a trend. The impulse response function shows how a shock to GDP propagates through the system and affects net interest income and noninterest income. The results indicate a weak, positive response of net interest income to shocks of GDP for a few quarters and a significant response for noninterest income in only the first quarter. The timing is also quite different with net interest income showing a short-run impact that fades, while noninterest income shows a modest, although statistically insignificant, increase over the longer run.
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These results indicate that aggregate net interest income and noninterest income respond only weakly to changes in real output. When trading income is removed from noninterest income, however, there is stronger link with GDP growth, which provides little support for the belief that noninterest income sources will remove the cyclicality of bank revenue. Moreover, any gains that do exist must be weighed against the larger unconditional volatility of noninterest income growth.
BANK-LEVEL VARIABILITY
This section moves beneath the aggregate data to examine the role of noninterest income in determining the profitability and riskiness of individual banks. This is done in two ways. First, a "cross-sectional correlation" measures the correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth across banks at a point in time. 20 Second, a "bank-specific correlation" measures the correlation 19. Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for GDP, net interest income, and noninterest income with four lagged differences fail to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root in levels, but reject the same null in first differences. This implies that all series are integrated of order 1. When the VAR is run in log first differences, there is no significant response of either net interest income or noninterest income to GDP shocks.
20. This analysis is done in growth rates because correlations of revenue levels would be largely determined by the scale of the institutions.
(Q1) Fig. 4 . A: Impulse response function of net interest income to an innovation in real GDP (Notes: Response of net interest income growth to a Cholesky one standard deviation innovation in real GDP, estimated from a VAR including four lags of real GDP, net interest income, and noninterest income. The VAR is estimated in log levels with a trend for 1984:Q1-2001:Q3.). B: Impulse response function of noninterest income to an innovation in real GDP (Notes: response of noninterest income growth to a Cholesky one standard deviation innovation in real GDP, estimated from a VAR including four lags of real GDP, net interest income, and noninterest income. The VAR is estimated in log levels with a trend for 1984: Q1-2001:Q3.) between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth across time for each bank.
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The initial focus is on bank revenue, rather than bank profits, because the perception seems to be that diversification leads to smoother revenue flows and because 21. The cross-sectional correlation has one observation for each year, while the bank-specific correlation has one observation for each bank.
expenses cannot be allocated across business lines to generate returns on each segment. Bank profitability, safety, and soundness, however, may be the areas of ultimate interest, so the last subsection focuses on the link between noninterest income and the level and variability of bank profits. In particular, I look at the historical relationship between noninterest income shares and measures of bank profitability (net income growth and mean return of equity (ROE)) and risk (Sharpe Ratio and Z-scores).
Cross-Sectional Correlation
The cross-sectional correlation, ρ t gives the correlation across banks in each year t and is defined as:
, (3) where ρ t is estimated for each year from 1979 to 2000. NET i,t is net interest income and NON i,t is noninterest income for bank i in year t, and d ln NET t and d ln NON t are the average growth rates across all I banks in year t.
The cross-sectional correlation is estimated separately for each year and describes how much net interest income and noninterest income move together across banks in a particular year. That is, it shows whether a bank with above average noninterest income growth typically has above average growth in net interest income. If noninterest income plays a diversifying role for bank revenue, then one would expect them to be negatively or only weakly correlated, i.e., positive shocks to one revenue source are offset by negative shocks to the other one. A strong positive correlation, on the other hand, would suggest little diversification from the broadening of bank revenue.
One potentially confounding factor is the impact of rapidly growing or rapidly shrinking banks. For example, if a bank acquires another bank in a given year its entire income statement and balance sheet would likely jump, which would raise the cross-sectional correlation. Similarly, a contracting bank that is shrinking due to competitive pressures or a declining market would likely see negative growth in both net interest income and noninterest income. This is not the type of diversification effect that people seem to have in mind, so I estimate the cross-sectional correlation both with and without these types of rapidly changing banks.
In practice, I begin with all banks with complete data in two consecutive years and then estimate ρ t for three sets of banks: all banks, large banks (assets greater than $1 billion in 1996 dollars), and a group of "nonjumping banks" (average asset growth between the 10th percentile and 90th percentile in that year) to remove the effect of rapid growers and shrinkers. 22 In all cases, included banks have data on net interest income, noninterest income, and assets in year t and in year t Ϫ 1 to be included in the estimation of ρ t . Figure 5 plots the time series of cross-sectional correlations, ρ t , for the three sets of banks. When all banks are included, ρ t rises steadily from 0.32 in 1979 to 0.66 in 2000; the average across all years is 0.53 with a mean of 0.45 before 1990 and 0.61 after 1989. 23 As expected, when nonjumping banks are excluded, the estimated correlation falls, particularly for the early years, but becomes quite strong (near 0.50) and statistically different from zero during the late 1990s. For large banks, there is less of an upward drift, but the level is quite high with an average of 0.62 across all years. The estimate for large banks is much more volatile because of the decreased number of observations. 24 It is also interesting to note that the correlation for large banks falls during recessions, but it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from only two observations. Overall, the correlation has trended up, which means that bank-specific shocks to net interest income and noninterest income are becoming more highly correlated precisely when banks are increasing their focus on noninterest income. 22. The nonjumping subsample excludes banks that have extraordinary increases or decreases in their assets and thus should remove banks involved in mergers or large divestitures that might cloud the interpretation. Results are robust to changing the cut off.
23. The difference between the two subsamples is significant at the 99% level and null that 1979 and 2000 have the same value is rejected (p value ϭ 0.03).
24. The sample of all banks drops from 14,117 in 1979 to 8,110 in 2000 and the sample of nonjumping banks falls from 11,319 in 1979 to 6,515 in 2000, while the sample of big banks rises from 308 to 358. The difference between the two time periods is significant at the 95% level for the large bank subsample and at the 99% level for the nonjumping banks.
One can also calculate the cross-sectional correlation between each of the components of noninterest income-fiduciary income, service charges, trading revenue, and fees and other-and net interest income for all banks. Figure 6 shows that service charges are the component most highly correlated with net interest income. This is not surprising as service charges are closely aligned with traditional banking operations linked to deposit-taking activities, e.g., maintenance, minimum balance, number of check fees, etc. If all traditional activities respond to the same economic shocks like regional economic activity, then one would expect to see a high correlation between these revenue streams.
The correlation of net interest income with fees and other interest income has increased by a factor of three over two decades, which is consistent with the earlier discussion that increased use of loan commitments is blurring the line between lending and fee income. As banks substitute credit commitments for actual loans, the correlation will rise if both respond in a similar fashion to changes in loan demand. Finally, trading income growth shows the lowest correlation with net interest income growth. Again, this is reasonable as trading income is more dependent on market fluctuations than traditional banking activities and therefore responds to different shocks.
These results show a relatively high degree of correlation between noninterest income and net interest income across banks, which suggest little obvious diversification benefits as growth in one type of income is typically associated with similar growth in the other type. Moreover, the correlation has been trending up, implying less diversification benefits as the banking industry steadily shifts its revenue focus to noninterest income sources. Trading income and fiduciary income show the weakest correlation, which implies the best diversification opportunities for a bank with traditional, interest-generating activities, although any potential gains must be weighed against the higher overall volatility of trading income.
Bank-Specific Correlation
The bank-specific correlation, ρ i gives the correlation across time for each bank and is defined as:
, (4) where ρ i is estimated for each bank with at least six years of data for both net interest income growth and noninterest income growth. d ln NET i and d ln NON i are the average growth rates for bank i across all T years of its years of operations.
The bank-specific correlation is estimated for each bank and describes how a bank's two primary sources of income move together over time. This is a more traditional measure of correlation and has direct implications for the diversification question because it measures whether a given bank's shocks to one type of income are typically accompanied by similar shocks to the second. A negative correlation would suggest strong potential diversification benefits.
Differences in bank behavior can also play a confounding role in interpreting these estimates. Consider a bank that is rapidly growing throughout the sample period due to a stream of acquisitions. This bank would likely have rapid growth of both net interest income and noninterest income, on average, but this would not be a problem here because ρ i calculates whether periods of above average net interest income growth are typically accompanied by above average noninterest income growth. Very rapid or very slow growth rates for only a few years, however, will affect ρ i , so the empirical work controls for average growth rates.
ρ i is estimated with annual data for all banks with growth rates of both net interest income and noninterest income for more than five years during the sample period.
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This left a sample of 14,503 observations for distinct banks with anywhere from six years (the minimum cut off for inclusion) to 22 years (the complete sample). The mean ρ i was 0.20, with a median of 0.16 and a standard deviation of 0.42. For large banks 25. The five-year cut off was chosen to drop banks with only a few years worth of data for which the bank-specific correlations are less meaningful. Some banks were also dropped due to missing data on the breakdown of net operating revenue.
(average assets greater than $1 billion in 1996 dollars), the mean ρ i was 0.33, supporting the earlier result that large banks typically show a stronger correlation between types of income growth. For nonjumping banks (average asset growth between the 10th percentile and 90th percentile), the mean was 0.15, which is close to the full sample and supports the contention that rapidly growing or shrinking banks are not driving these results. Taken together, these results show a modest, positive correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth for the typical bank.
This procedure yields over 14,500 estimates of ρ i , so it is useful to look at the distribution. Figure 7 shows a wide range of ρ i for all banks that is centered at 0.2, but ranges from Ϫ0.96 to nearly 1.0. An asset-weighted distribution, which provides a better picture of the diversification potential for the industry as a whole, shows a similar pattern as the unweighted distribution in Figure 7 . The mass in the righthand tail with very high correlations primarily reflects banks with a relatively small number of years of data; if the graph is limited to banks with the full 22 years of data, this mass disappears and the distribution appears more normal.
The tails of the distribution are also of particular interest because large negative correlations imply the biggest potential diversification benefits and large positive correlations the least. For the complete sample, about one-third of the banks show a negative correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth. Banks with a negative correlation tend to be smaller on average than banks with a positive correlation (mean average assets of $230 million vs. $370 million) and show slower growth over their life (2.8% mean average growth vs. 6.4%). One can also focus on the extreme ends of the distribution and compare banks in the 10th Fig. 7 . Bank-specific correlations, all banks percentile (mean ρ i of Ϫ0.48) to those in the 90th percentile (mean ρ i of 0.92). Here, there is little difference in average size, although the banks with a high correlation did grow substantially faster (13.9% on average for banks above the 90th percentile vs. 2.8% for those below the 10th percentile).
One can look at the factors associated with the correlation between growth in the two types of bank revenue by using the estimate of ρ i as the dependent variable in the following regression:
where A is assets, (E/A) is the equity capital to assets ratio, d ln(A) is annual asset growth, NONSH is noninterest income's share of net operating revenue, FIDSHR is fiduciary income's share of noninterest income, TRDSHR is trading income's share of noninterest income, FEESHR is fees and other noninterest income's share of noninterest income, BANKYRS is the number of observations used in the bankspecific correlation, and MULTI is a dummy variable indicating if the bank belongs to a multibank holding company.
26 Bars over variables indicate averages for the number of periods bank i is observed.
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Noninterest income share is one measure of the focus on nontraditional banking activities. While this is surely not an exogenous variable and reflects banks' strategic choices and business opportunities, one can use it to examine the historical relationship between revenue correlations and noninterest activity. The noninterest income share is included directly and as a quadratic term to account for the natural nonlinear relationship. That is, a bank with all of its net operating revenue as either net interest income (NONSH ϭ 0) or as noninterest income (NONSH ϭ 1) would show little correlation between the growth rates of the two variables.
Average assets are included to control for any systematic differences in the correlation that are related to size, e.g., large banks may have more developed risk management techniques or may be involved in fundamentally different types of activities with different distributions. The equity to assets ratio and asset growth is included to proxy for bank risk as high-risk and low-risk banks may have different operating strategies that lead them to focus on revenue generation in different ways. The number of observations of each bank, which ranges from 6 to 22, is included because banks that are observed for many periods may have a lower correlation, on average, simply because the income streams are longer and subject to more noise. Finally, an indicator of the bank's affiliation is included because banks owned 26. A bank is identified as belonging to a multibank holding company (MULTI ϭ 1), if another commercial bank shares the same direct holding company (RSSD9379 in the Call Reports) or high holding company (RSSD9348 in the Call Reports).
27. One must arbitrarily drop one of the four components of noninterest income to avoid perfect collinearity. Service charges are chosen because they have the largest mean share of noninterest income.
by a multibank holding company may have more ability to shift income and affect observed volatility. Table 4 reports results for the three sets of banks-all banks with an estimate of ρ i , nonjumping banks, and large banks. For each set of banks, I report estimates of Equation (5) both with and without the detailed shares of noninterest income. Of course, these are all reduced form regressions and one cannot draw causal inferences; rather, they are just conditional correlations.
For all banks and nonjumping banks (Columns 1 and 3) , the linear and quadratic noninterest income shares are jointly significant and show the expected inverted U shape, i.e., a positive coefficient on the linear noninterest income share term and a negative coefficient on the squared term. This means that the correlation is largest for banks in the middle range. For banks with low noninterest shares, this implies that marginal increases in noninterest income increase the correlation. For large Notes: Dependent variable is the correlation between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth for each bank, multiplied by 100. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Sample includes all banks with a growth rate for both net interest income and noninterest income for at least six years. Nonjumping banks have average asset growth rates above the 10th percentile or below the 90th percentile. Large banks have average assets greater than $1 billion. All independent variables are averaged for the number of periods the bank operates, except MULTI which is a dummy variable set equal to 1 if the bank is part of a multibank organization; equal to 0 otherwise. Noninterest income share is noninterest income divided by net operating revenue (net interest income plus noninterest income). Fiduciary income share, trading income share, and fees and other noninterest income shares are all as a share of total noninterest income. Jt. sig. reports p values from the F-test of the joint significance of the following sets of variables: noninterest income share and noninterest income sharesquared; the three components shares of noninterest income. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 99%, 95%, and 90% levels, respectively.
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banks (Column 5), however, the relationship is negative, which likely reflects the relatively high shares of noninterest income for large banks, i.e., they are on the downward part of the inverted U. The other controls show that larger banks, banks with high equity ratios, and rapidly growing banks tend to show higher correlations between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth, although the significance varies across samples. In addition, banks that belong to multibank holding companies always show a higher correlation.
Moving to the link with different shares of noninterest income (Columns 2, 4, and 6), the estimated coefficients on the noninterest income shares do not change much, while the coefficients on the detailed component shares are uniformly negative and often statistically different from zero. As banks shift their noninterest income away from service charges (the omitted component of noninterest income) and toward fiduciary, trading, or fees and other noninterest income, the correlation drops, which suggests that there may be some diversification benefits from these activities. Higher concentrations of service charges, on the other hand, are associated with higher correlations between net interest income growth and noninterest income growth. This supports the cross-sectional estimates in Figure 6 , which showed that service charges were the component of noninterest income most highly correlated with net interest income in each year. Again, this is reasonable as service charges are the component of noninterest income most closely aligned with traditional banking activities. 
Noninterest Incomes Shares, Bank Risk, and Return
The final step is to examine how noninterest shares are correlated with other variables in which we are ultimately interested. For example, do banks with a diversified revenue stream show less volatile profits? Higher average profits? Lower insolvency risk? Examining the historical link between noninterest income shares and fundamental measures of bank profitability and risk provides a better understanding of the impact of the shift toward noninterest income on the strength and stability of the banking industry. Bankers and regulators, for example, may be most interested in how noninterest income affects banks' profitability and insolvency risk.
As a first pass, I graph the historical relationship between noninterest income shares and two standard measures of performance and risk-the "Sharpe Ratio" and the Z-score. The Sharpe Ratio (average ROE divided by the standard deviation of ROE) is a measure of risk-adjusted profits. 29 The Z-score (average return on assets (ROA) plus average equity to assets, divided by the standard deviation of ROA) measures how many standard deviations' profits must fall below its mean to bankrupt the firm and is related to the probability of failure. In both cases, lower values indicate 28. These results are robust to the exclusion of trading income from the noninterest income variable and the shares.
29. More accurately, a Sharpe Ratio subtracts out the risk-free rate of return and uses market data. Market data, however, are not available for all banks and if the risk-free rate is constant across all banks, it would not affect the results. increased risk. Figure 8 plots the Sharpe Ratio and Z-score against noninterest income shares and shows a strong negative slope; banks with high noninterest income shares earn lower risk-adjusted profits and are relatively risky. While there are no controls and noninterest shares are obviously an endogenous variable so one cannot draw causal inferences from this, it suggests that banks with high noninterest income shares have higher risk.
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One can be more formal about this by utilizing regressions similar to Equation (5) with different dependent variables. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 5 use the mean and standard deviation of net income growth, respectively, as the dependent variables. These regressions show how the mean and volatility of bank profit growth vary with the composition of the revenue stream. Columns 3 through 5 of Table 5 use the mean and volatility of ROE. Column 3 uses mean ROE as the dependent variable, Column 4 uses the standard deviation of ROE, and Column 5 uses the average Sharpe Ratio (defined above). Column 6 uses the Z-score (defined above) to examine the link between noninterest income shares and insolvency risk.
Column 1 shows the same inverted U when the mean growth rate of net income is the dependent variable as banks with a balanced revenue portfolio show higher average net income growth, even after controlling for average growth in total assets. 30. To create this figure, I sorted the nearly 15,000 banks by their average noninterest income shares and created 50 bins with an equal number of banks (about 300) in each. I then plotted the average Sharpe Ratio and Z-score for all banks in each bin to effectively smooth the relationship. A simple regression of the average Sharpe Ratio or Z-score on the average noninterest income share shows a strongly negative and statistically significant relationship. Notes: Dependent variables are mean net income growth, standard deviation of net income growth, mean ROE, standard deviation ROE, ROE-based Sharpe Ratio (mean ROE/standard deviation of ROE), and Z-score ((mean ROA + mean Equity/Assets)/standard deviation of ROA). Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Sample includes banks with a growth rate for at least six years. All independent variables are averaged for the number of periods the bank operates, except MULTI which is a dummy variable set equal to 1 if the bank is part of a multibank organization; equal to 0 otherwise. Noninterest income share is noninterest income divided by net operating revenue (net interest income plus noninterest income). Fiduciary income share, trading income share, and fees and other noninterest income shares are all as a share of total noninterest income. Jt. sig. reports p values from the F-test of the joint significance of the following sets of variables: noninterest income share and noninterest income share-squared; the three component shares of noninterest income. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 99%, 95%, and 90% levels, respectively.
The coefficients on the components of noninterest income suggest that trading income shares are most highly associated with higher growth, although it is not statistically different from zero. Fiduciary income shows the most negative correlation, which is consistent with the idea that it is a slow growth business. With the volatility of net income growth as the dependent variable (Column 2), the coefficients again show an inverted U. The peak of the U, however, is far beyond the typical noninterest income share, so an increase in the noninterest income share is associated with increased volatility of net income for the typical bank.
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Average size is strongly negatively correlated with income volatility, perhaps because 31. The mean of the average noninterest income share for all banks is about 15%. Maximizing the fitted value, y ϭ72.6 + 129.3x -96.4x 2 , gives a peak at about 67%.
large banks are inherently more diversified across and within business lines and geographic markets. The negative coefficient on the average capital ratio likely signals the risk preference of banks; relatively risky banks have both low capital ratios and high volatility of income. As expected, trading income is the noninterest income component most highly correlated with income growth volatility; this is similar to DeYoung and Roland (2001) . Columns 1 and 2 suggest that trading income raises the volatility of net income growth, but not the mean growth rate, while fiduciary income is a low risk/low return that lowers both the mean and the volatility of net income growth.
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The ROE regressions show a similar story. 33 Beginning with mean ROE as the dependent variable in Column 3, the noninterest income shares are not statistically different from zero (either independently or jointly) and the regression has essentially no explanatory power. In fact, the only variable that enters significantly is the count variable (Bank Years), which is a survivor effect as more profitable banks tend to operate for longer periods of time. Column 4 provides weak evidence that the noninterest income share is positively correlated with the volatility of ROE, although there is again essentially no explanatory power. The quadratic term is negative but quantitatively small and statistically insignificant, which implies a positive relationship between noninterest income shares and volatility of bank ROE. The only other financial variable that is significant is the negative coefficient on the average capital ratio, which again signals risk preferences.
With the Sharpe Ratio as the dependent variable (Column 5), the negative and significant coefficient on the noninterest income share effectively summarizes the main finding-banks with higher noninterest income shares have lower profitability per unit of risk. Moreover, this effect is large-a one standard deviation increase in the noninterest income share, evaluated at the mean, lowers the Sharpe Ratio by about 0.66. The average Sharpe Ratio is 2.3, so this effect is economically significant and suggests a sizable decline in risk-adjusted performance.
The coefficients on the components of noninterest income again show that fiduciary income is associated with the most profit per risk, while trading income offers the least. This supports some earlier work that pointed out the downside of trading activities. Kwast (1989) , Kwan (1998), and DeYoung and Roland (2001) , for example, find that securities or trading activities were associated with higher volatility of returns, but not necessarily higher average returns, while Morgan and Stiroh (2001) report indirect evidence as banks with large trading positions pay higher spreads in the debt market.
Finally, the results with the Z-score as the dependent variable (Column 6) are quite similar. The Z-score falls as the noninterest income shares rises, which indicates that banks with a large reliance on noninterest income have higher relative insolvency risk. Again, this effect is economically significant-a one standard deviation increase 32. Results are similar using net income before provisions in Columns 1 and 2. 33. Results are similar with return on average assets (ROA), with trading income excluded, or with the subsample of nonjumping banks. These regressions use all banks with at least six years of ROE data.
in the noninterest income share, evaluated at the mean, lowers the Z-score by about 6.6 units. With a mean Z-score near 23, this effect is also economically large. The fact that this relationship holds even when controlling for the capital ratio suggests that it is more than just a mechanical leverage effect and supports the earlier findings of higher volatility when noninterest income grows. Increased fiduciary income again lowers risk, while increased fees and other income raise it. Trading income enters with a negative sign, but it is not statistically significant. Again, bank years is strongly positive, indicating an important survivor effect.
The results in Table 5 and Figure 8 show that greater reliance on noninterest income has been associated with higher volatility of bank income and higher risk, but not with higher returns. This suggests that the move toward noninterest income may actually be worsening the risk/return trade-off for the typical bank. Two caveats deserve mention, however. First, as mentioned above, there is a potential simultaneity issue here because a bank's focus on noninterest activities is chosen by bank managers and is not exogenous, so causal inference is difficult. Second, these results do not mean that no banks are able to successfully manage the nontraditional income and improve profits or lower risk, but rather that this is not the case for the typical bank.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the link between the growing reliance on noninterest income and the volatility of bank revenue and profits. Results from both aggregate and bank data provide little evidence that this shift offers large diversification benefits in the form of more stable profits or revenue.
At the aggregate level, noninterest income is much more volatile than more traditional net interest income. Although net operating revenue has in fact become less volatile in the 1990s as noninterest income grew in importance, this can be directly traced to the declining volatility of net interest income that more than offset the increased contribution from the growing share of the relatively volatile noninterest income. Trading income, in particular, shows enormous volatility. Moreover, net interest income and noninterest income growth rates have become more highly correlated in the 1990s.
At the bank level, noninterest income growth also shows an increased correlation with net interest income over the last decade. Service charges and fees in particular are highly correlated with net interest income, while trading and fiduciary income are less so. In terms of bank risk and return, there is a clear negative association between noninterest income shares and profits per unit of risk. Trading activities appear to be the biggest drag on profit per unit of risk and suggest that continued expansion may ultimately lower risk-adjusted returns, while fiduciary income is associated with higher profit per risk and more stable net income growth.
These results raise fundamental doubts about the belief that noninterest income will stabilize revenue and profitability and thereby reduce risk. Net interest income and noninterest income growth are positively correlated for the typical bank, and the correlation seems to be rising for both individual banks and in the aggregate. Potential explanations include the increased focus on cross-selling strategies and increased loan commitments, both of which could expose different business lines to the same shock and raise the correlation of revenue streams.
As a final point, it is worth mentioning that these results do not mean that no institution has benefited from a more diversified revenue stream. Recall that about a third of the banks examined had a negative correlation between net interest income and noninterest income growth. Rather, the historical data simply show that this has not been the case for the typical bank and that it appears that potential diversification benefits are receding as bank revenue streams become more closely linked. Moreover, the data analyzed here cover a transition period, and it is possible that banks are still in the early stages of learning how to reap the benefits from broader and more diverse activities. Understanding how banks maximize the gains from a diversified revenue portfolio is a critical piece of information for successful risk management decisions and future empirical work will try to sort out these alternative explanations and divergent outcomes.
DATA APPENDIX A

Aggregate Data
The FDIC publishes annual data on the U.S. banking industry in its Historical Statistics on Banking data, www.fdic.gov. These data include balance sheet and income statement items and are aggregates of all commercial banks. FDIC also provides quarterly data for most variables from 1983:Q1 to 2001:Q3. Due to reporting issues, quarterly data prior to 1983 are not appropriate for this type of analysis. For example, some small banks only filed regulatory reports in the second and fourth quarters, which makes quarterly analysis impossible. The detailed components of noninterest income, however, are only available on a consistent basis beginning in 1984:Q1.
All series were deflated using the GDP price deflator and transformed into constant 1996 dollars. All variables were seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau's X11 procedure.
Bank-Level Data
Annual bank-level data are taken from the Consolidated Report of Condition and Income (Call Reports) for all commercial banks in operation in any year from 1978 to 2000. These annual data were deflated using the GDP price deflator and transformed into constant 1996 dollars.
For each bank, the Call Reports have a unique code that identifies the bank over time and allows calculation of bank-specific growth rates. In cases of mergers and acquisitions, the acquiring bank's code is maintained and the target drops from the sample.
The availability of data for some of the income statement items changes throughout the history of the Call Reports. In particular, the four components of noninterest income-fiduciary income, service charges, trading revenue, and fees and otherwere not always consistently defined over this period. These variables were defined and constructed from the Call Report variable codes as follows.
1. Fiduciary income includes gross income from services rendered by the bank's trust department or by any of its consolidated subsidiaries acting in any fiduciary capacity, i.e., administering investments for others. Fiduciary income was consistently defined for 1978-2000 as Call Report item RIAD4070. 2. Service charges on deposit accounts include charges for maintenance of deposit accounts, failure to meet minimum balances, excess check writing, withdrawals from nontransaction accounts, early withdraw or closure fees, dormant accounts, extensive activity, ATM usage, bounced check charges, and other fees. Service charges was consistently defined for 1978-2000 as Call Report item RIAD4080. 3. Trading revenue includes the net gain or loss from trading cash instruments, off-balance sheet derivative contracts, and sales of assets and other financial instruments. Also included are revaluation to carrying value of assets and liabilities due to marking to market, revaluation of interest rate, foreign exchange, equity derivative, commodity and other contracts due to marking to market, and incidental income and expense related to the purchase and sale of assets and liabilities. Trading income was defined as RIADA220 for 1996-2000 and as RIAD4075 plus RIAD4077 for 1984-95. 4. Fees and other income include all other noninterest income items, such as service charges, commissions, and fees not reported elsewhere. These include fees for safe deposit boxes, insurance sales, bank drafts, money orders, etc., bill collection, savings bond redemption, execution of acceptances and letters of credit, mortgage servicing fees, and notary, consulting, or advisory services), periodic credit card fees, merchant credit card charges, rental fees, and loan commitment fees. Also included here are net gains on sales of real estate, loans, or premises, data processing services, and sales of other assets, as well as noninterest income on other foreign transactions. Fees and other income was defined as RIAD5407 plus RIAD5408 for 1997-2000, RIAD5407 plus RIAD5408 plus RIAD4076 for 1991-96, RIAD4076 plus RIAD4078 for 1984 -90. For 1978 , only trading income is included in noninterest income for many banks, so the detailed breakdown is not possible.
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